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Voice celebrity voice changer prank meme videos

Celebrity voice changer prank call app. Pick a celebrity and results for prank, call a friend, laugh out loud. You can use the famous voice memo, change your face and myvoice to anyone right away! Try our brand new face changer or supermoji, who knows what funny pranks you'll make? Voicer with minion ringtones,



animations or scary voice effects. Amazing celebrity voice avatar for jokes and posts Do you want epic sound? There are a lot of famous heroes. Hilarious prank call recorded by professional actors! Just record your video and share it with your friends! HOW TO USE VOICER? Step 1: Pick a celebrity you like most Step
2: Record voice and save it with good compression Step 3: Hit send - voicechanger will do the rest! KEY FEATURES • Dozens of famous celebrities and actresses to choose from • Pranks recorded by professional voice actors • New pranks are added every day • Pranksters use fake ambient sounds in order to make
your prank call perfect Why use Voicer (famous voice converter) app? • Prank call and silly friends who deserve it • Check the faith of your girl or boyfriend friend • Prank calls with realistic voices and effects • A variety of Singers, Rappers, Actors - Actors, Sports stars, Stand up Comedies, Talk show host Celebrities and
more • Apply Echo, Reverb, Equalizer, Pitch Change, Time-stretching audio length and more. Apply enjoyable Trump music and share with your friends • Troll your friends with a scary, girl-female or robot voice changer avatar SHARE To Your Friends AND PRANK THEM BEFORE THEY DO MORE FEATURES •
Various languages supported • International coverage • Professional Audio Editor for Singer • Choose background music or karaoke and start singing along to it • VoiceOver will automatically sync vocals and karaoke • Band Equalizer , Give a different dimension to your voice • Manage Decomposition and Delay length,
increase or decrease gain • Add super cool effect fanger • Send President Pranks and mask your identity • No need to change your voice or using a voice changer, since all prank calls are pre recorded • Best features: pitchor, converter, voice transformation, distortion, mutation, FAQ Can I request a new voice? Can you
make a certain celebrity voice? Yes! Do it in your comments (we read them), we'll focus on the most requested voices, so be sure to get your friends to request Voice Changer Voices as well! Sometimes it's perfect, but sometimes I don't understand what it says, can you make it better? yes, and we're working on it. Deep
Learning Technology from our partner automatically learns and makes impressions of celebrity voices without any human education. Do you support other languages? Yes. You can use any language you want. Our technology makes it possible to change the voice, not just disguise the voice or change your voice in an
FX chain that makes it sound like a monster or a chipmunk. How does it work? Voice Changer is a very simple application that allows you to record speech and apply results on it. VoiceChanger is a mobile-based audio editor. You only need a cellular right to access it, and you can use it to record or edit any audio file.
SUMMARIZE enjoy Voice Changer and share the result with your Friends on Facebook or Instagram. Legal note: Our app is only for the purpose of entertainment and should only be used as a parody and make prank videos. We don't claim a relationship with any celebrity, voices are just impressions that aren't real.
Voicer was created for parody and jokes, not the media misleading and damaging. Voicer app is not about obvious satire and parody. 1. We deliberately limited speech by 6 seconds and did so late so there is impossible to manipulate another person and do really believe that the video was made by a celebrity – all
videos contain a WATERMARK VOICER, ie they are funny. 2. Technology is not perfect and it is easy to differ real celebrity speech from artificial. 3. All images used are under free public Creative Commons Attribute 2.0 Generic (as written in voicer.cc/terms, source list) - we can remove any of them if needed. 4. Voicer
app mission is to showcase cutting edge technologies and engage users by creating amazing things. We are constantly working guided by suggestions. Voicer - Celebrity Voice Changer Prank Meme Video APK is an Entertainment Apps on Android. We provide version 1.15.4, the latest version optimized for different
devices. You can choose the Voicer APK version that fits your phone, tablet, TV. We support all Android devices, such as Samsung, Google, Huawei, Sony, Vivo, Motorola.Choosing the right version will make the Voicer app work better, faster, using less battery power. You can troubleshoot the version for other devices
running on your device. Download the Voicer app directly without a Google account, without registration, no connection required. Our system stores Voicer APK older versions, trial versions, VIP versions, you can see here. In this update:- Fixed some errors-Interface Improvements Have a question or suggestion? Write
us an e-mail at support@voicer.cc Voicer Installation – Celebrity Voice Changer Prank Video APK for Android Celebrity Voice Changer Prank Call app. Pick a celebrity and results for prank, call a friend, laugh out loud. You can use the famous voice memo, change your face and voice to anyone right away! Try our brand
new face changer or supermoji, who knows what funny pranks Do you? Voicer is much better than myvoice, celebritycam or voicechanger - minion ringtones, animations or scary voice effects. Amazing celebrity idol for jokes and voice posts You want epic sound? There are many famous heroes: Trump, Obama, Billie
Eilish, Darth Vader, Ariana, Joker and 50+ more. Hilarious prank call recorded by professional actors! Just record your video and share it with your friends! HOW TO USE VOICER? Step 1: Pick a celebrity you like best, Trump as an example Step 2: Record voice and save it with good compressionStep compressionStep
Hit mission - voicechanger will do the rest! KEY FEATURES• Dozens of famous celebrities and actors to choose from• Pranks recorded by professional voice actors• New pranks are added every day; pranks use fake ambient sounds in order to prank your call perfectWhy use Voicer (celebrity voice changer) app;• Prank
call and silly friends who deserve it• Check the faith of your girl or boyfriend friend • Prank calls with realistic voices and effects • A variety of voice actors : Taylor Swift, Kylo Ren, Alex Jones, Pokemon, Celebrities and more; Apply enjoyable background music and share with your friends• Troll your friends with a scary,
girl-female or robot voice changer avatar---------------------------SHARE To Your Friends ANDPRANK THEM BEFORE THEY DO---------------------------MORE FEATURES• Various languages supported• International coverage • Professional audio editor for singer like SingAlong• Choose background music or karaoke and start
singing along to it• VoiceOver will automatically sync vocals and karaoke • Band Equalizer , Give your voice a different dimension• Manage decay and delay length, increase or decrease profit• Add extremely cool flanger effects• Send president pranks and mask your identity• You don't need to change your voice or use a
voice change after all prank calls are recorded before• Best features: pitchor, converter, voice transformation, distorter, mutation, FAQ* Can I request a new voice? Can you make a certain celebrity voice? Yes! Do it in your comments (we read them), we'll focus on the most requested voices, so make sure you get your
friends to ask for Voice Changer Voices as well!* Sometimes they're perfect, but sometimes you don't understand what it says, can you do it better? yes, and we're working on it. Deep Learning Technology from our partner's technology automatically learns and makes impressions of celebrity voices without any human
training. * Do you support other languages? Yes. You can use any language you want. Our technology makes it possible to change the voice, not just disguise the voice or change your voice in an FX chain that makes it sound like a monster or a chipmunk.* How does it work? Voice Changer is a very simple application
that allows you to record speech and apply fun effects to it. VoiceChanger is a mobile-based audio editor. You only need a mobile phone right to access it and you can use it to record or edit any audio file. SUM UPEnjoy Voice Changer and share the result with your friends on Facebook or Instagram. If you like app
please take a minute to rate us 5 stars on Google PlayIf you encounter any problem let us know on support@voicer.cc Thank you for using Voicer (VoiceOver). Keep up the good work! Legal notice: Our app is only for the purpose of entertainment and should only be used as a parody and make the prank prank We don't
claim a relationship with any celebrity, voices are just impressions that aren't real. Why should I download Voicer APK here? Here?
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